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Tanium Trace overview
With Tanium Trace™ (Trace) you can directly investigate key forensic and security events on
Windows endpoints, across the network. Trace provides a live and historical view of critical
events including process execution, logon history, network connections, and file and
registry changes. The Trace solution is comprised of three parts:

l The recorder in the Tanium Client that records events on the endpoint.

l The Trace interface where you can explore and manage endpoint Trace data.

l The Sensors for issuing searches across the entire enterprise for Trace data.

About the Trace Recorder

The Trace Recorder is responsible for continuously saving key forensic evidence on each
endpoint. The Trace Recorder works by monitoring the Windows kernel and other low-level
subsystems to capture a variety of events.

Because data can accumulate quickly, even when a system is idle, Trace intelligently
collates similar events and efficiently stores them in a local database. With these
optimizations, the default configuration can retain up to several months of historical data.
You can customize the amount of local storage that is consumed by Trace, and filter the
types of recorded evidence.

Traditional disk and memory forensics techniques can successfully reconstruct fragments
of endpoint activity, but are limited to the evidence that is natively preserved by the
underlying operating system. This type of evidence from a period of interest can rapidly
degrade as time elapses. Trace maintains a complete, easy-to-interpret history of events so
you can replay recent system events.

Types of recorded events

Trace records a broad range of events, that include additional context and metadata, as
well as UTC timestamps. Recorded event examples include: process execution, file system
activity, registry changes, network connections, driver loads, and user authentication. All
process events are recorded; however, you can specify which registry, network, file, and
security events are recorded.

Tip: For more meaningful databases and to retain data for longer periods, consider
excluding events that reoccur in high numbers; for example, file write operations.
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Event filtering is based on the following types.

Event
type

Description

File File system events, such as files copied to directory locations on the endpoint. The
associated process and user context are included.

An example is a malware file copied to a location that is used by Windows Update.

Network Network connection events, such as an HTTP request to an Internet location, including the
associated process and user context. Events are recorded for all inbound and outbound
connections.

l Outbound: Connections, attempts, successes, disconnects, and failures are logged.

l Inbound:Only accepted connections and disconnects are logged.

Process Process create, child process create, and process exit events. The full command line, hash,
parent process metadata, and user context are included.

Process events are always gathered, you cannot filter them out.

Registry Changes to Windows Registry including the creation or alteration of registry keys and
settings. The associated process and user context are included.

Security Windows security events include authentication, privilege escalation, and more. This event
type includes logon events, even if logs have rolled.

Table 1: Event filtering types

Sources of recorder data

The Trace Recorder gathers data from multiple sources into a single, local database on the
endpoint. Kernel events are gathered from Windows tools and the optional Sysmon
configuration provides additional information about the executed processes.

Integration with other Tanium products

Trace is a powerful product on its own; however, when coupled with other Tanium
products it provides the ability to apply the findings from your investigation as you
investigate or at any time after.

The findings from an investigation are essential inputs to short and long-term remediation
plans, and they can be developed in parallel to the investigation from the start. Missing a
single infected system, backdoor command-and-control address, or compromised set of
user credentials can potentially allow an attacker to easily regain access and nullify the
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entire remediation effort. Likewise, failing to identify and address more fundamental
vulnerabilities exploited during an incident leaves the organization with no net
improvement to their security posture.

To obtain a license for other Tanium products, such as Tanium IOC Detect™ (IOC Detect) or
Tanium Protect™ (Protect), see your Tanium Technical Account Manager (TAM).

Console roles and privileges

Users with a minimum of Action User privileges can perform all functions.

For more information, see Manage Users.

http://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/tanium_console.html#Manage_Users
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Getting started with Trace
You can get started with Trace with four steps.

1. Install the Trace module and deploy the Trace packages to endpoints; see "Installing
Trace" on page 11.
If you are upgrading your version of Trace, see "Upgrade the Trace version " on page
16.

2. Connect to an endpoint; see "Connecting to Live Endpoints and taking Snapshots" on
page 18.

3. Review endpoint data and drill down to specific events; see "Exploring endpoint
processes and events" on page 21.

4. Conduct forensic analysis; see "Saving evidence for analysis" on page 28.
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Installing Trace
Installing Trace is a two part process. First, import and configure the Trace Module into the
Tanium Module Server; second, push Trace Packages out to the endpoints. You can
optionally configure access control to the Trace Module.

Note: The procedures and screen captures that are in the documentation are for
Version 7 and later. Version 6 procedures and screens might vary.

System requirements

Trace has the following component and port requirements.

Component Requirement

Hardware 100 MB RAM is required on each endpoint device. By default, the endpoint database is
1 GB in size. The CPU demand on the endpoint averages less than 1%.

Software The Tanium Event Recorder supports Windows versions NT 6.1 or higher.

License Trace is licensed as a Tanium product module. To acquire a license, see your Technical
Account Manager (TAM).

Table 2: System requirements

The following ports are required for Trace communication.

Component Port
number

Direction Service Purpose

Module Server 17443 Inbound Trace Service Support for uploading Snapshots.

17444 Inbound Trace Service For connections from Trace agents
connecting to the Module Server for live
connections to endpoints.

17449 Outbound Tanium Trace
Zone Hub

Tanium Trace Zone Hub connection to
Tanium Trace Zone Proxy (optional).

Table 3: Port requirements
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Component Port
number

Direction Service Purpose

Zone Server 17449 Inbound Tanium Trace
Zone Proxy

Tanium Trace Zone Hub connection to
Tanium Trace Zone Proxy (optional).

17444 Inbound Tanium Trace
Zone Proxy

Connections from Trace agents
(optional).

Tanium Client 17444 Outbound Tanium Client Connections from Trace agents making
connections to the server for live
connections or connections through the
Trace Zone Proxy (optional).

Set up Trace

To use Trace, you must first import the module, then determine which Computer Groups
should have Trace installed on their endpoints.

For information about activating your license, see Licensing.

Import the Trace Module

Install Tanium Trace by importing it from the Tanium Solutions page of the Tanium
Console.

Note: Before you import the Trace Solution, be sure to exempt the Trace executables
from "on-access" scans as defined in the Tanium Knowledge Base: Security
Exemptions KB article.

1. From the Tanium Console, select Tanium Solutions.
2. Locate Trace, and then click Import.

A progress bar is displayed as the installation package is downloaded.
When the download completes, the Content Import Review window opens. The
contents of the installation package are shown in the Overview section of the
window. The contents include Saved Actions that Tanium Trace uses to distribute
client tools as well as sensors used to gather information from network endpoints.

3. Click Continue.
4. Enter your password to start the installation.

5. To confirm the installation, return to the Solutions page and check the Installed

https://kb.tanium.com/Licensing
https://support.tanium.com/hc/en-us/articles/230533748-Security-Software-Exceptions
https://support.tanium.com/hc/en-us/articles/230533748-Security-Software-Exceptions
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version for Trace.

Tip: If you do not see the Tracemodule in the console, refresh your browser.

Add Computer Groups to Trace Setup Action Group

When the Trace module is imported, it automatically creates an Action Group. You must
select the Computer Groups that are included in the Trace Setup group.

1. From the Tanium console, go to Actions > Scheduled Actions.
2. In the Action Groups pane, hover over Trace Setup and click the Edit icon.

The Trace Setup Action Group page opens.

3. In the Computer Groups section, make your selections.

4. From the Combine groups using drop-down, select an operand.

5. [Optional] In the All machines currently included in this action group section, review
the included machines.

Note: This grid might take a few moments to populate when you change your
selections.

6. Click Save.

Install Trace on endpoints

Trace deploys packages along with Microsoft Sysmon tool to gather the endpoint
information that is aggregated into Trace.

Configure Sysmon

Trace can optionally use the Microsoft Sysmon tool to record process hash and command-
line information. Be advised that the Sysmon.zip file contains Microsoft Software License
Terms that should be reviewed prior to uploading.

Note: It is not required to use Sysmon; however, without it the process hash and
command-line information are not stored in Trace.

1. From the main navigation menu, click Trace.
2. In the center section, click the Configure Sysmon button.

You must download the Sysmon .zip file to your local computer.
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Note: If the Configure Sysmon button is not activated, verify that you have
added at least one Computer Group to the Trace Setup Action Group.

3. Browse to the Sysmon .zip file and click Upload.
4. Click OK.

Configure Endpoint Database settings

Each endpoint maintains its own Trace information in a local database. You can restrict
database volume by size and days of storage. Although you can use the default settings for
the endpoint database, we recommend adjusting the settings to suit your environment.

Additionally, we suggest testing the Trace recorder on a representative sample of each type
of system you want to monitor. Systems with different roles can generate a higher volume
of certain types of events. For example, domain controllers typically generate more security
events and network traffic than an average end-user workstation. You can build custom
configurations that maximize event retention across an environment, while excluding
unwanted activity.

1. From the main navigation menu, click Trace.

2. In the right toolbar, click the Filter icon ( ).

3. Click Add Group or view an existing configuration.

4. Complete the configuration details.
a. Enter a name.

b. Select a Computer Group.

c. In the Maximum Size field, specify a limit for the database.
If the maximum database size is reached, the endpoint purges events.

d. In the Maximum Days field, select the number of day that events are retained.
Older events are purged from the endpoint database.

e. Select the types of events to record.
By default, all Registry and File events are included, and all Tanium events are
excluded. A selection of Network and Security events are included in the default
configuration. On most Windows systems, registry events generate the highest
volume of Trace Recorder activity.
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f. Add any filters for registry, file, or network events.

Configuration
Option

Description

Registry Filters When the key-value pairs are matched, specifies the registry events
to exclude.
For example, Key: \HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\ and Value:
\StaleList\.

File Filters Excludes file events that match the beginning of the specified file
path.
For example, C:\Program Files (x86)\Tanium\Tanium Client\.

Network Filters Excludes network events that match the defined IP address,
port, and operation values.
For example, Address: 127.0.0.1, Port: 80, Operation: Connection
Accepted.

5. Click Save.
6. Click Deploy.

When changes are saved but have not been deployed, a Changes pending message is
displayed.

The order of the configuration impacts how they are applied to the endpoint, see Prioritize
the Endpoint Event Database configuration for more information.

Initialize endpoints

When endpoints are initialized, Trace deploys the following packages to each endpoint in
the Trace Setup Action Group:

l Trace tools

l Trace certificate

l Endpoint recorder configuration settings

The initialization actions are scheduled to run continuously to ensure that Trace is properly
installed on all selected endpoints. If the progress bars have not reached 100%, this does
not necessarily mean that Trace is not properly installed on all endpoints.

1. From the main navigation menu, click Trace.
2. In the right toolbar, click the Initialize Endpoints button.
3. In the confirmation window, click Yes.

http://docs.tanium.com/trace/trace/troubleshooting.html#Prioritize_the_Endpoint_Event_Database_configurations
http://docs.tanium.com/trace/trace/troubleshooting.html#Prioritize_the_Endpoint_Event_Database_configurations
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4. Click any of the progress bars to retrieve the latest status from each configuration
step.

Tip: You can also use the Tanium Trace Status Sensor to retrieve up to date
information on endpoint initialization.

You can now connect to live endpoints, create snapshots, and do forensic analysis.

Note: After direct live endpoint connections have been established, you can set up
the Zone Proxy Service if you are using a Zone Server in your environment. See
"Reference: Setting up the Trace Zone Proxy Service" on page 41.

Configure access control

If needed, you can restrict access to Trace by User Group. Access control is disabled by
default.

Note: Administrator level privilege is required to configure access control.

1. From the main navigation menu, click Trace.
2. In the right toolbar, click the Settings icon.
3. Click the Access Control wrench.
4. If you do not have User Groups already configured, follow the Click to configure User

Groups link.
For more information, see Manage User Groups.

5. Select the Enable Access Control checkbox.
6. From the Groups drop-down menu, select a User Group.

7. Click Save.

Upgrade the Trace version

You can upgrade Trace by importing it in the Tanium Console.

Tip: To preserve existing endpoint databases, we suggest taking snapshots of
important endpoints before upgrading.

http://docs.tanium.com/platform_user/platform_user/tanium_console.html#Manage_Users
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1. From the Tanium Console, select Tanium Solutions.
2. Locate Trace and click Upgrade version.

A progress bar is displayed as the installation package is downloaded.
When the download completes, the Content Import Review window opens. The
contents of the installation package are shown in the Overview section of the
window. The contents include Saved Actions that Trace uses to distribute client tools
as well as sensors used to gather information from network endpoints.

3. Click Continue.
4. Enter your password to start the upgrade.

5. To confirm the upgrade, return to the Tanium Solutions page and check the
Installed version for Trace.

Tip: If the Trace version has not updated in the console, refresh your browser.
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Connecting to Live Endpoints and taking
Snapshots
There are two ways to review endpoint data:

l In realtime, with a live endpoint connection.
With live endpoint connections, you can conduct analysis within seconds, without
time-consuming data transfers or parsing. You can take multiple snapshots of the
endpoint data, export events, and save evidence for remediation.

l Asynchronously, from an endpoint snapshot of the data.
Snapshots capture the endpoint data for investigation offline, preserving the Trace
database for storage and collaborative analysis on the Tanium server. With
snapshots, you can export events, and save evidence for longterm analysis.

Connect to a live endpoint

The Live Endpointmenu displays endpoint connections that have been attempted, are
connected, have failed, or that the connection has been closed.

Connections automatically close after ten minutes of inactivity.

Add a Live Endpoint

You can make a live endpoint connection to a specific machine or multiple machines that
are part of the Trace Setup Action Group.

1. On the home page, click Add Live Endpoint.
2. In the Add Live Endpoint window, select Computer Name or IP Address from the

drop-down menu.

3. Type in the computer name that is registered with Tanium.
For example, if Tanium has the FQDN registered, you must type the FQDN to fully
match the registered name.

4. (Optional) Press Enter to add another machine.
If you need to remove one from the list, click the X. Use Clear All to remove all
machines.

5. Click Add.
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The connection status is displayed below the endpoint. The endpoint remains on the Live
Endpointsmenu until the connection is manually closed, regardless of its connection
status.

Capture a Snapshot

You can capture a Snapshot of an endpoint database for offline analysis and detailed
forensics.

1. In the left navigation pane under Live Endpoints, select an endpoint.

2. Click Capture.

The endpoint name and the number of captures appear in the Snapshotsmenu. The
snapshot name is appended with the date in a yyyy_mm_dd format.

Close the connection

You can manually close a connection to one or more endpoints if needed.

1. In the left navigation pane under Live Endpoints, select the endpoints you want to
disconnect.

2. Click the Close Connection icon.

The endpoint is removed from the Live Endpoints list.

Manage Snapshots

Snapshots are held on the Tanium Server and show all of the data from an endpoint. The
database file contains historical event activity going back to the first moment of recording
or to the configured limits.

Export a Snapshot from an endpoint

In the case of an offline endpoint or a live connection that fails, you can retrieve the
endpoint database manually from the endpoint.

1. Log on to the endpoint with your administrator credentials.

2. Stop the Tanium Client service.

3. From the Tanium Client installation directory, copy the monitor.db file.

Upload a Snapshot

You can add a snapshot of an endpoint to the Tanium Server.
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1. On the Trace home page, click Upload Snapshot.
2. Browse to the saved monitor.db file.

3. Click Upload & Connect.

Delete a Snapshot

You can permanently remove an endpoint snapshot from the Tanium Server.

1. In the left navigation pane under Snapshots, select one more endpoints.
If you select the endpoint name, all snapshots below it are selected for deletion.

2. Click Delete Snapshot.
3. In the confirmation window, click Yes.
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Exploring endpoint processes and events
After you have made a live connection or captured a snapshot, Trace provides you with
numerous ways to inspect and investigate the endpoint data.

Search for events

In the search section, you can search endpoint data for events using various parameters
and operands. All times are in UTC.

1. In the left navigation pane under Live Endpoints or Snapshots, select an endpoint.

2. [Optional] Select an Explore By button.

3. [Optional] Select a quick Date Range button.

4. Select a parameter from the drop-down list.
Each exploration button changes what options are available; such as process path, IP
address, operation, event type, hash, signature, key value, and more.

5. Select an operand from the drop-down list.

6. Type in the search information.

7. [Optional] Click Add to create a complex search expression.

Tip: If you are searching for command line events, use Add to connect multiple
words.

You can change search entries by clicking on the entry and then clicking Update.
8. Click Search.
9. If needed, you can click Export to Excel to share your search results.

The results and a count are shown below the search expression.

To view details about a process, click the process of interest. A page of detailed
information appears. The information includes a timeline and a history table. The timeline
represents the duration of the process from creation to termination and plots each of the
events that occurred within the context of the process.

The Detailed Process History table includes information about the timestamp, item type,
operation, and operand. Additional process information is shown, including:
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l Process path

l Command line

l Hash

l Parent command line

l Process ID

l Parent process ID

l Time of the event

l User

View Event Distribution

You can compare all of the events on an endpoint by count to understand which event
types are consuming the most space. This comparison is helpful to decide which events to
filter out. The data displayed are all of the records for the the database on that endpoint,
up to the maximum size or days configured.

1. In the left navigation pane under Live Endpoints or Snapshots, select an endpoint.

2. Click Event Distribution.
3. Review the events.

l Click Sort By Count to reorder the events.

l Hover over a bar to see the exact number of events.

4. When you are done, click OK.

Filter the Events Grid

Trace provides detailed information with extensive capabilities for sorting and filtering
events. The events grid is available on live endpoint connections and snapshots.

Use the exploration buttons to quickly sort events by type: Combined, Driver, File, Network,
Process, Registry, and Security. The Combined view contains File, Network, Process, and
Registry events. It does not include Driver or Security events.

You can further limit the dataset by selecting one of the date range buttons for frequently
used timeframes. If you need a different date range, create a search expression.
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Figure  1: Event search options

View Process and Event Details

Trace provides built-in data visualization tools that allow you to interactively review
endpoint events from timeline or relationship tree views.

When you double-click a search result, it opens a page for the process responsible for the
selected event. This essentially pivots the analysis to the scope of a single process over
time, rather than the scope of all events matching the initial search criteria. The Process
Details page displays all of the file, network, registry, and child process activity initiated by
the currently examined process in both a visual timeline and a grid. This page also provides
the full process imagepath and arguments, user context, hash, and parent command line.

The Process Details section provides additional information about the process. You can
open and close it by clicking the caret icon (v).

Note: If the Process Details section contains question marks, this might be a result
of Trace not being fully deployed when the process was launched or if your
configuration does not use Sysmon.
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Figure  2: Process Details section closed

Figure  3: Process Details section open

Below the Process Details section, the Detailed Process History grid appears.
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Figure  4: Detailed process history

View Process timeline

The process timeline exposes the events over the lifetime of a process for inspection.

1. In the left navigation pane under Live Endpoints or Snapshots, select an endpoint.

2. Double-click a row to view the associated process details.

3. Above the Process Details section, click the Timeline icon ( ).

The timeline view opens. You can zoom in and out with the scroll wheel of your mouse,
click and drag, and double-click on events to change the view. For specific information, you
can hover over an event.

Figure  5: The process timeline
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View Process tree

The process tree view provides a clickable tree view of network processes with layers of
detailed information. The tree view displays the current process, parent, children, and peer
nodes.

1. In the left navigation pane under Live Endpoints or Snapshots, select an endpoint.

2. Double-click a row to view the associated process details.

3. Above the Process Details section, click the Tree icon ( ).

The tree view opens. You can zoom in and out, click and drag, and double-click on events
to change the view.

Figure  6: The process tree view with svchost.exe selected.

The interactive user interface makes it possible to isolate one of processes in the tree view
and quickly focus on an artifact for analysis.
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Figure  7: A closer look at a suspicious process
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Saving evidence for analysis
Beyond simply saving a snapshot of an endpoint, you can save specific events from the
Process Details view that can be used to generate Indicators of Compromise (IOCs) for use
with IOC Detect or Protect Policies. The saved evidence persists on the Tanium Server even
after closing the live endpoint connection. Saved evidence is visible to multiple users,
allowing for information sharing among incident responders.

Save files

While reviewing the event data from a live endpoint connection, you can save files directly
from the Events grid as you are going through your investigation. You can save files of any
type.

Note: File evidence cannot be saved from or downloaded from snapshots.

1. In the left navigation pane under Live Endpoints, select a connected endpoint.

2. Use the Explore buttons or other search parameters to identify the file that you want.

Consider using the File button and a search expression to narrow the results.

3. Click on an event row.

4. Click the Save icon that appears in the row.

5. After reviewing the size and path of the file, click Yes to confirm.

The file is saved under Saved Evidence > Files.

Download a file

There might be times when a suspicious file requires more analysis or reporting to threat
intelligence. After you have saved a file from a live connection, you can also download it
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from Trace. The file is downloaded in an encrypted 7-Zip format to the machine that is
hosting the browser. For more information, go to www.7-zip.org.

1. In the left navigation pane, go to Saved Evidence > Files.
2. Select a saved file.

3. Click Download.
4. (Optional) Decrypt the file with the password infected.

a. Open a command prompt.

b. Run this command:
7za.exe x <path to file> -pinfected

View file properties and values

The Files view displays the host and path by default; however, you might need more
information about a particular file.

1. In the left navigation pane go to Saved Evidence > Files.
2. Select a saved file.

3. Expand the details by clicking on the arrow.

Delete a file

You can permanently remove a file from the Trace Server.

1. In the left navigation pane, go to Saved Evidence > Files.
2. Select a saved file.

3. Click Delete.

http://www.7-zip.org/
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Save events

When you save an event as evidence, it also includes additional details about the event and
its sources.

1. In the left navigation pane under Live Endpoints or Snapshots, select an endpoint.

2. Use the Explore buttons or other search parameters to identify the file that you want.

3. Click on an event row.

4. Select the event to save. You have two options:
l On the Process Details page, select Save Process Evidence.
l In the Detailed Process History grid, select a row and click Add Evidence.

The event is saved under Saved Evidence > Events.

Create Protect Rules

You can pivot from evidence on a single endpoint to create Protect Policies for multiple
Computer Groups. You can add them to existing Process Rule policies or create new ones
from Trace, where you seamlessly complete the policy configuration in Protect.

Note: You must be licensed for Protect.

1. In the left navigation pane, go to Saved Evidence > Events.
2. Select a saved event.

3. Click Create Protection Policy.
4. Confirm the evidence to use and click Create.
5. On the Policy Selector page, create a new policy or add the evidence to an existing

policy.

6. Complete the information on the Edit Policy page.

7. Click Create or Update as appropriate.

8. Review the Policy Summary and add enforcements as needed.

For more information, see the Tanium Protect User Guide.

Delete an event

You can permanently remove event evidence from the Tanium Server if needed.

1. In the left navigation pane, go to Saved Evidence > Events.
2. Select a saved event.

http://docs.tanium.com/protect/protect/overview.html
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3. Click Delete.
4. On the confirmation window, click OK.

Manage Trace IOCs

As you examine the endpoint event data during an investigation, you might confirm that an
event is malicious. These events and files are able to be saved as evidence. If you are
licensed for IOC Detect, you can use saved evidence items to generate IOCs directly in
Trace. These Trace IOCs are viewable and managed by IOC Detect, where you can schedule
an enterprise-wide detection or start one immediately.

Note: You must be licensed for IOC Detect.

For more information about using IOCs, see the Tanium IOC Detect User Guide.

Generate an IOC

You can create a new IOC from Trace for use in IOC Detect.

1. In the left navigation pane, go to IOCs.
2. Click New IOC.
3. [Optional] Rename the IOC.

4. Complete the IOC details.

5. In the IOC Normalized Tree drop-down, select Item from saved evidence.

6. Click the Add icon.

Tip: You can add multiple items.

7. Select an indicator type and value from the drop-down menus.
Trace populates the list information from the details of saved evidence.

8. Click Generate.

The new IOC is now available in IOC Detect in the Trace IOC Group.

http://docs.tanium.com/detect/detect/index.html
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Edit an IOC

You can edit an existing Trace IOC.

1. In the left navigation pane, go to IOCs.
2. In the IOC grid, select a row.

3. Click Edit.
4. Make your changes.

5. Click Save.

Delete a Trace IOC

When you delete a Trace IOC, it also removes it from IOC Detect.

1. In the left navigation pane, go to IOCs.
2. In the IOC grid, select a row.

3. Click Delete.

Suggested reading

For further information about incident response and forensic investigation, see the
following resources.

McCarthy, N. K., and Matthew Todd. The Computer Incident Response Planning Handbook
Executable Plans for Protecting Information at Risk. New York: McGraw-Hill, 2012.

Pepe, Matthew, and Jason T. Luttgens. Incident Response & Computer Forensics. Third ed.
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Asking an enterprise-wide Question
When your investigation leads you to a confirmed malicious event, you can quickly pivot
from the event into a Question to search all of your managed endpoints.

Not every search and test case requires constructing and deploying IOCs. Queries for
simple events—such as a process, registry key, or file—yield immediate results. These
queries allow you to search for “known-bad” events, and help recognize and evaluate the
“known-good” events. You might be encountering a set of evidence that appears
suspicious, at first, but instead might be normal system activity concurrent to an intruder’s
actions. The ability to instantly evaluate “How common is this event?” across an
environment can reduce the effort required to examine a system and to build more
accurate, resilient indicators for future use.

Trace enables this capability through sensors that power the Tanium core Ask a Question
feature. All of the data captured by Trace on every endpoint can be searched at scale with
the same 15-second response time that any other Tanium question produces. Likewise, the
same Trace data can be retrieved through recurring searches or a SOAP API call. These
results can be saved, aggregated over time, or redirected through Tanium ConnectTM to
other security analysis or storage solutions, such as a SIEM.

When examining process details within the endpoint data, any row of activity can be
transformed into a context-sensitive search. For example, selecting a row for a
CreateProcess operation prompts a search for a matching process by path, MD5 hash, or
full command-line; selecting a file or registry row prompts a search by the operation type
and item path. You can also manually create more complex queries that leverage the full
Trace data set and provide advanced options, such as time range constraints and regular
expression matching.

You can select an event and turn it into a Question with the following steps.

1. In the left navigation pane under Live Endpoints or Snapshots, select an endpoint or
snapshot.

2. Use the Explore buttons or other search parameters to identify the event data.

3. Double-click on the event to open the Process Details page.
4. In the Detailed Process History grid, locate the detail row that you need.
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5. At the end of the row, click the Question icon.
Tanium provides a list of possible questions.

6. Click on a Question.

The Tanium Interact™ page opens and the results of the question are displayed.

For more information, see Questions.

http://docs.tanium.com/interact/interact/questions.html
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Trace use cases
Example 1: Scan the enterprise and drill down

Assume you are running Trace sensor questions or other Tanium sensor questions to hunt
for a suspicious activity across the entire enterprise. Communication to a non-reputable,
foreign IP address causes an alert on a network sensor.

The high level steps are:

1. Use the Trace Network Connections sensor to find which hosts and processes talked
to that IP address in the past.

2. Make a live endpoint connection to the suspected host or hosts.

3. Identify the offending process by filtering for the destination IP address on the
Network events grid.

4. Add the process and any other potential IP addresses to the Trace Saved Evidence.

The evidence is now persistent, usable, and remains on the Tanium Server after the
endpoint is quarantined or remediated.

Example 2: Pivot from the endpoint to enterprise-wide

Assume that while analyzing a specific endpoint, you identify a randomly named process
writing data to the file C:\ProgramData\log.txt. You now want to scan the rest of
the enterprise to determine the extent of other processes writing data to this file.

The high level steps are:

1. Click the question mark icon on the right-hand side of the row showing the File Write
event for C:\ProgramData\log.txt.
A window opens with suggested Questions. One of these questions would likely be
“Which computers have written to file C:\ProgramData\log.txt?"

2. Click the appropriate hyperlink to search for that evidence across the enterprise.

When you find an issue on a single system, you can assess the scope of the potential
compromise for the entire enterprise.
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Example 3: Trace evidence and other Tanium Solutions

Assume that you are analyzing a specific endpoint or group of endpoints believed to be a
part of an incident. As you find evidence of malicious activity, you want to begin to save the
intelligence and add structure to the evidence to repeatedly interrogate other endpoints for
the data.

Note: You must be licensed for IOC Detect.

The high level steps are:

1. As you drill down into processes, save the artifacts and evidence that you need.

l The Save process evidence check box saves all process details.

l The Add Evidence button, located above the Detailed Process History grid,
saves artifacts like registry, file system, and network events.

2. Review the saved evidence to ensure all important events are listed.

3. Create an IOC with a unique name and complete the necessary details.

4. Add logic and items from saved evidence.

5. Generate the IOC.
The IOC populates to the IOC Detect solution in the Trace IOC group.

6. If needed, move the IOC to a different IOC group.

7. Run or schedule a detection.

You have now codified your own threat intelligence to be used for continuous searching for
similar activity.
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Troubleshooting Trace
If Trace is not performing as expected, you might need to do some troubleshooting or
create workarounds. For assistance, you can also contact your TAM.

Update the Trace Service URL

This is the URL that is used to upload snapshots to Trace. It is unlikely that you would need
to change this URL; however you might need to update it if the hostname or IP address of
the Tanium Module server changes.

1. From the main navigation menu, click Trace.
2. In the right toolbar, click the Settings icon.
3. Click Workbench Settings.
4. Update the URL.

5. Click Save.

Change the Module Server address

When Trace is installed, the installation process fills in the Module Server IP address that
the endpoints use to connect. If this address changes, you might need to update the
Service Settings.

1. From the main navigation menu, click Trace.
2. In the right toolbar, click the Settings icon.
3. Click Service Settings.
4. Enter the IP address of the Module Server.

5. Click Save.

Prioritize the Endpoint Event Database configuration

You can create multiple configurations and assign them to Computer Groups. The order of
the endpoint database configuration decides its priority. If an endpoint is a member of
multiple Computer Groups with conflicting endpoint database configurations, the first
configuration on the list applied to the endpoint. When there are three or more endpoint
database configuration groups, you can move the groups up or down as needed.
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1. From the main navigation menu, click Trace.
2. In the right toolbar, click the Filter icon.
3. Use the arrows to reorder the configurations.

4. Click Deploy.

When changes are saved but have not been deployed, a Changes pending message
appears. If you need to change the settings, see Configure Endpoint Database settings for
more information.

Collect a troubleshooting package

Trace can compile a collection of logs relevant for troubleshooting.

1. From the main navigation menu, click Trace.
2. In the right toolbar, click the Information icon.

3. Under Troubleshooting, click Collect.
4. Under Download Package, click the package file link.

The log zip file might take a few moments to appear in your download folder.

http://docs.tanium.com/trace/trace/installing.html#Install_Trace_on_endpoints
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Tip: You can use Tanium Incident Response™ Copy Tools to retrieve logs from
endpoints. See the Tanium Incident Response User Guide: Copying IR data to a
central location for more information.

Remove Trace Tools

If needed, you can deploy a preconfigured package to remove Trace tools from an
endpoint or Computer Group.

1. Remove the target endpoint or Computer Group from the Trace Setup Action Group.
a. From the Tanium console, go to Actions > Scheduled Actions.
b. In the Action Groups pane, hover over Trace Setup and click the Edit icon.

The Trace Setup Action Group page opens.

c. In the Computer Groups section, deselect groups as needed.
d. [Optional] In the All machines currently included in this action group section,

review the included machines.

Note: This grid might take a few moments to populate when you change
your selections.

e. Click Save.
2. Using Tanium Interact™ or a Saved Question, run the Tanium Trace Status sensor.
3. From the endpoints that have Trace tools installed, drill down and select the targets.

4. Deploy the Remove Tanium Trace Tools package to those targets.

For more information, see Questions and Using Deploy Action.

Uninstall Trace

In certain situations, you might need to remove Trace from the Tanium Module Server for
troubleshooting purposes.

1. From the Tanium Console, select Solutions.
The Solutions page opens.

2. Locate Trace, and then click Uninstall.
The Uninstall window opens, showing the list of contents to be removed.

3. Click Proceed with Uninstall.

http://docs.tanium.com/ir/ir/copy.html
http://docs.tanium.com/ir/ir/copy.html
http://docs.tanium.com/interact/interact/questions.html
http://docs.tanium.com/interact/interact/results.html#Using
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4. Enter your password to start the uninstall process.
A progress bar is displayed as the installation package is removed.

5. Click Close.
6. To confirm, return to the Solutions page and check the Import button.

Tip: If the Trace module has not updated in the console, refresh your browser.
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Reference: Setting up the Trace Zone Proxy
Service
The Trace Zone Proxy Service provides a means for establishing secure Trace endpoint
connections through Zone Servers. This configuration is particularly useful in network
topologies that have a DMZ configuration.

There are two parts to the Trace Zone Proxy Service: the Trace Zone Proxy (TZ Proxy) and
the Trace Zone Hub (TZ Hub). The TZ Hub is installed on a Module Server and the TZ Proxy
is typically installed on a Zone Server. The TZ Hub connects to one or more TZ Proxies,
creating a tunnel between itself and each proxy to allow Trace remote endpoint
connections to be established.

Trace Zone Proxy Service connections and certificates

The Trace Zone Proxy Service involves three types of connections:

1. Endpoints connect to the TZ Proxy that is identified by a trusted certificate.

2. A TZ Hub connects only to the Trace API service that is identified by a trusted
certificate.

3. A TZ Hub tunnel client connects to a TZ Proxy tunnel service that has two-way
authentication.

a. A TZ Proxy tunnel service accepts connections only from a TZ Hub tunnel
client that is identified by a trusted certificate.

b. A TZ Hub tunnel client connects only to a TZ Proxy tunnel service that is
identified by a trusted certificate.
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Figure  8: Trace Zone Proxy Service certificates

Separate Tanium Server and the Tanium Module Server with split DNS

If you are using a separate Tanium Server and Tanium Module Server with split-DNS,
configure the TZ Proxy on the Tanium Server to forward connections it receives from
clients. The TZ proxies cannot tell that they are talking to a Tanium Server instead of a
Zone Server.  Install and configure the TZ Proxy as normal, then add the TZ Proxy
certificate (connection 1) to the split-DNS server record in the Trace Console.  Be sure to
use a different CommonName (CN) for certificate generation than what you used on the
Zone Servers.

Installation

The TZ Hub and TZ Proxy installations require generating certificates and making them
accessible in the appropriate places.

Install the TZ Hub

The TZ Hub is installed by default with Trace on the Module Server in the <module_
server_dir>\services\trace-zone-hub directory.

After Trace is installed, the trace-zone-hub.zip file is available in the same folder.

Generate TZ Hub certificates

The TZ Hub contains two web socket clients, the tunnel client and proxy client. The tunnel
client makes connections from the hub to all configured proxies. The proxy client makes
connections to the Trace API service. The tunnel client requires a public/private key pair
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when connecting to the proxy because TLS mutual authentication is performed to
authenticate each end of the connection.

1. Open a command prompt with elevated privileges.

2. Change the directory to <zone_hub_dir>\hub
where zone_hub_dir is <module_server_dir>\services\trace-zone-
hub.

3. Run this command:
setup --certs --selfsigned --cn=<hub_cn> --cert=certs\tzh-
tunnel-client-cert.pem --key=certs\tzh-tunnel-client-
key.pem

where hub_cn is the CN of the machine where the hub is running.

Once this command is complete, the <zone_hub_dir>\hub\certs folder contains a key pair
for the tunnel client (tzh-tunnel-client-cert.pem and tzh-tunnel-client-key.pem).

Note: If you are providing your own certificates, copy the certificates into the hub
certificate folder, and then reference those files in the TZ Hub configuration
commands.

Other command line options that might be useful include:

l --bits: Specifies the number of bits to use when generating the key pair.

l --help: Print full help for the proxy setup utility.

Install the TZ Proxy

The TZ Proxy must be downloaded from Trace and installed on each Zone Server.

1. Navigate to the Trace Workbench.

2. In the toolbar on the right side, click the Info icon.

3. Click Download Trace Zone Proxy.
4. Unzip the contents of the trace-zone-proxy.zip file.

5. Open a command prompt with elevated privileges.

6. From the directory where the contents were unzipped, run this command:
install --dst=<zone_proxy_dir>
where zone_proxy_dir is the folder for the TZ Proxy installation. Include quotes
around any file paths with spaces. For example, "C:\Program
Files\Tanium\trace-zone-proxy".
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To verify that the TZ Proxy was installed, check the install.log file in the <zone_
proxy_dir> installation destination folder.

Generate TZ Proxy certificates

The TZ Proxy contains two web socket servers, the proxy server and tunnel server. When
instructed to initiate a remote endpoint connection, endpoints connect to the proxy server
using the proxy server certificate to validate. The TZ Hub connects to the TZ Proxy with the
tunnel service certificate. Both servers require a public/private key pair to be generated.

1. Open a command prompt with elevated privileges.

2. Change the directory to <zone_proxy_dir>\proxy.

3. Run this command:
setup --certs --selfsigned --cn=<proxy_cn> --
cert=certs\tzp-proxy-serv-cert.pem --key=certs\tzp-proxy-
serv-key.pem
where proxy_cn is the CN of the machine where the proxy is running.

4. Run this command:
setup --certs --selfsigned --cn=<proxy_cn> --
cert=certs\tzp-tunnel-serv-cert.pem --key=certs\tzp-
tunnel-serv-key.pem

where proxy_cn is the CN of the machine where the proxy is running.

IMPORTANT: The value of <proxy_cn> must match the value used later when
configuring the TZ Hub to connect to the TZ Proxy. Otherwise, the TZ Hub
refuses to connect.

After these commands are complete, the <zone_proxy_dir>\proxy\certs folder
contains a key pair for the proxy server (tzp-proxy-serv-cert.pem and tzp-proxy-serv-
key.pem) and a key pair for the tunnel server (tzp-tunnel-serv-cert.pem and tzp-tunnel-
serv-key.pem).

Note: If you are providing your own certificates, copy the certificates into the
appropriate certificate folder, and then reference those files in the TZ Proxy
configuration commands.

Other command line options that might be useful include:
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l --bits: Specifies the number of bits to use when generating the key pair.

l --help: Print full help for the proxy setup utility.

Copy certificates

When connections go through the TZ Proxy Service, each network segment of a remote
endpoint connection is authenticated with certificates. These public certificate files must be
made accessible where they are needed.

Copy each of these files to the following places:

Copy from Paste to

<zone_proxy_dir>
\proxy\certs\tzp-tunnel-serv-cert.pem

<zone_hub_dir>
\hub\certs\tzp-tunnel-
serv-cert.pem

<zone_hub_dir>
\hub\certs\tzh-tunnel-client-cert.pem

<zone_proxy_dir>
\proxy\certs\tzh-tunnel-
client-cert.pem

<module_server_dir>
\services\trace\server\certs\publicCert.p
em

<zone_hub_dir>
\hub\certs\publicCert.pe
m

Table 4: Certificate locations

Note: If the hub configuration uses more than one proxy, be sure to use different
filenames for each proxy. For example, you could add the FQDN to the filename.
These names are used later when you add tunnel instances to the hub configuration
when you copy each proxy tunnel service certificate.

Configuration

After installation, the TZ Proxy and TZ Hub must be configured to use the certificates and
that configuration is pushed out to the endpoints.

Configure the TZ Proxy

After the TZ Proxy is installed on the Zone Server and the keys have been generated, it
must be configured to use the certificate and key pairs.

1. Open a command prompt with elevated privileges.

2. Change directory to <zone_proxy_dir>\proxy.
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3. Run this command:
setup --proxy --cert=certs\tzp-proxy-serv-cert.pem --
key=certs\tzp-proxy-serv-key.pem

4. Run this command:
setup --tunnel --cert=certs\tzp-tunnel-serv-cert.pem --
key=certs\tzp-tunnel-serv-key.pem --clientCert=certs\tzh-
tunnel-client-cert.pem

Once this is complete, a file called config.json is created in the current directory. It is
the configuration file for the TZ Proxy Service. This file is in JSON format and can be hand-
edited, but most operations can be done through the setup utility.

Other command line options that might be useful for the setup --proxy command
include:

l --host: Specify the address of the interface that the proxy server should listen on.

l --port: Specify the port that the proxy server should listen on. The default is 17444.

Other command line options that might be useful for the setup --tunnel command include:

l --host: Specify the address of the interface that the tunnel server should listen on.

l --port: Specify the port that the tunnel server should listen on. The default is
17449.

To print the full help for the proxy setup utility, run setup --help.

Configure the TZ Hub

After the TZ Hub is installed on the Module Server and the keys have been generated, it
must be configured to use the certificate and key pairs.

1. Open a command prompt with elevated privileges.

2. Change directory to <zone_hub_dir>\hub.

3. Run this command:
setup --tunnel --add --cert=certs\tzh-tunnel-client-
cert.pem --key=certs\tzh-tunnel-client-key.pem --
serverHost=<proxy_cn> --serverCert=certs\tzp-tunnel-serv-
cert.pem
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IMPORTANT: The value of <proxy_cn> must match the value that is used when
generating the TZ Proxy key pair. Otherwise, the TZ Hub refuses to connect to
the TZ Proxy. If you are using split DNS, use the external CN.

4. Run this command:
setup --proxy --cert=certs\publicCert.pem

After the command completes, a configuration file for the TZ Hub service is created in the
current directory called config.json. This file is in JSON format and can be hand-
edited, but most operations can be done through the setup utility.

Other command line options that might be useful for the setup --tunnel --add
command include:

l --serverPort: Specify the port that the TZ Proxy tunnel server is listening on.
The default value is 17449.

l --overwrite: Overwrite an existing tunnel entry using the same serverHost and
serverPort values.

To add other TZ Proxies to the hub configuration, run multiple setup --tunnel --
add commands, specifying the correct --serverHost and --serverCert values for
each command.

To remove a tunnel config, use the command:

--tunnel --delete --serverHost=<proxy_cn> --serverPort=<zone_
proxy_tunnel_port>

Other command line options that might be useful for the setup --proxy command
include:

l --host: Specify the address on the Trace service. The default is localhost.

l --port: Specify the port that the Trace service is listening on. The default is 17444.

To print the full help for the proxy setup utility, run setup --help.

Manage the TZ Proxy and TZ Hub services

After the TZ Proxy and TZ Hub are configured, install and start the services. Both services
are managed through their respective setup utilities.
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Note: You must open a port on the Zone Server for the Trace Zone Proxy Service.
The default port is 17449.

Use the --install and --start commands to install and start each service. We
recommend starting the TZ Proxy first, then the TZ Hub.

1. In <zone_proxy_dir>, run:
a. setup --service --install

b. setup --service --start

2. In <zone_hub_dir>, run:
a. setup --service --install

b. setup --service --start

Available commands are:

l Install the service: setup --service --install

l Start the service: setup --service --start

l Stop the service: setup --service --stop

l Restart the service: setup --service --restart

l Uninstall the service: setup --service --uninstall

l Get service status: setup --service --status

Configure endpoints to connect to TZ Proxies

Add each TZ Proxy to the Trace service configuration and then push the configuration to
the endpoint. This configuration allows the endpoint to connect to the Trace service
through the proxy.

1. Navigate to Trace.

2. In the toolbar on the right side, click on the globe icon to open the Zone Servers
Configuration pane.

3. Click the Add Zone Server link.
4. In the Address field, enter the FQDN/hostname/IP address used by the Tanium Client

to connect to the Zone Server.

5. In the Port field, enter the port that the TZ Proxy server is listening on.
If a value is not specified in the TZ Proxy configuration, the default is 17444.

6. Obtain the <zone_proxy_dir>\proxy\certs\tzp-proxy-serv-
cert.pem files for the TZ Proxy and upload them to the Trace service.
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7. Click Save.
You should see [Changes Pending] under the Deploy button.

8. Click the Deploy button.

At this point, the Install Trace Endpoint Certificate package is updated with the uploaded
certificate and the zone_servers.json file. The zone_servers.json file contains
the connection information for all TZ Proxies and looks similar to the following example:

"zs1.local": {
"Protocol": "wss",
"ServerAddress": "zs1.local",
"ServerPort": 17444,
"ServerCerts": [ "7f8ca1c2-5a5a-49b5-b5d4-b3c9e3ee4e75.pem"

]"
},

"zs2.local": {
"Protocol": "wss",
"ServerAddress": "zs2.local",
"ServerPort": 17444,
"ServerCerts": [ "a2b6c241-039d-459b-ac2b-57c31e7973e1.pem"

]"
}

With this change, when an endpoint receives an action to initiate a remote endpoint
connection, the following logic is used to decide what connection information to use:

l It gets the value of the registry key HKLM\Software\Tanium\Tanium
Client\ServerName. This value indicates the Tanium Server/Zone Server that
the Tanium Client is currently registered with.

l It reads in zone_servers.json and looks for a key that matches the value it
obtained from the registry.

l If a match is found, it uses the corresponding connection information to
establish the connection.

l If a match is not found, the endpoint uses the direct connection information for
the Trace service that is included with the Action.

Troubleshoot the Trace Zone Proxy Service

If an endpoint fails to connect to the Trace service after configuring Trace Zone Proxy
Service, check the following areas.
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Check the connection information

On the endpoint in question, find the action download direction (<tanium_client_
dir>\Downloads\Action_###) and look at the file trace_session.log. This is the log
file for the action script and shows the connection information that was used to connect.

Check the zone_servers.json file

If the connection information does not match the desired TZ Proxy, make sure that there is
a zone_servers.json file in <tanium_client_dir>\Tools\Trace and it
contains the information that would be expected.

l If the file is not present, make sure that the latest Install Trace Endpoint Certificate
action listed in Action History in the Tanium Console has executed on the endpoint.
Reissue if necessary and troubleshoot appropriately.

l If zone_servers.json is present, make sure that the value of the endpoint
ServerName key matches the expected entry in zone_servers.json. If not,
update the Zone Servers Configuration in the Trace workbench.

Check the TZ Hub log entries

If the connection information is correct for connecting to the TZ Proxy, go to <zone_
hub_dir>\hub\logs and look at the service.log file. Check for log entries
indicating that the hub attempted to connect to the Trace service on behalf of the endpoint
and any related errors.

l Successful connection: If the hub successfully connected to the Trace service, then
the error is between the Trace service and endpoint as if the endpoint were
connecting directly. Check the Trace service log found at <trace_service_
dir>\server\logs\trace.log and the other log files on the endpoint found
in <tanium_client_dir>\Downloads\Action_### and <tanium_
client_dir>\Tools\Trace\[32|64] for errors.

l No attempt: If there is no indication that the hub tried to connect, try increasing the
log level.

1. Edit the hub configuration file <zone_hub_dir>\hub\config.json,
adding the key "logLevel" with a value of "debug".

2. Restart the hub service and reattempt the connection.

The proxy also supports increasing its log level in the same way and it might be beneficial
to go ahead and do so at this time.
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Note: Be sure to change the log level back by either setting the logLevel to info in
each service's config.json file or deleting the line entirely and restarting the
service when everything is working.

l If the hub log still has no indication of attempting to connect, verify that the hub is
connected to the proxy by looking for errors or retries in the log.

l If this still gives no indication, look at <zone_proxy_
dir>\proxy\logs\service.log for any other errors or indications.
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Reference: Trace Sensors
Trace provides sensors that are executed on all endpoints and diagnostic sensors to
monitor the Trace service. Where appropriate, these sensor results include a timestamp in
the YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS.mmm+00:00 format.

Note: Trace sensors permit the use of regular expressions. Special characters and
literals require character escapes.

Trace Sensors

Trace Sensors aggregate information on file, process, network, security, and registry events
collected at network endpoints. By default, these sensors execute on all endpoints.

Trace provides the following sensors, each with specific parameters, for network traces:

l Trace Executed Processes

l Trace File Operations

l Trace Logon Events

l Trace Network Connections

l Trace Registry Keys or Values

l Trace Loaded Drivers

l Trace Executed Process Trees

Trace Executed Processes

The Trace Executed Processes sensor retrieves historical data on the processes executed
on managed endpoints.

Parameters

This sensor uses the following settings.

Setting Description

Date range Date and time specified in the Console administrator's local time or UTC.

Table 5: Trace Executed Processes settings
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Setting Description

Treat input as
regular expression

Treat input strings as regular expressions.

By default, this option is cleared, and input is treated as a simple case-
insensitive substring match.

File path The directory and path of the file.

Example: desktop\words.doc

File operation The operation on the file.

Examples: CreateNewPath, DeletePath, RenamePath, Write

Process path The directory and file name of the executed process.

Parent process path The directory and file name of the parent process.

Command line Arguments supplied to the executed process; might or might not include full
path, depending on how the process was launched.

Hash The hash of the process executable file.

Domain The domain or system context for the user that executed the process.

Example: CORP

User The username that executed the process.

Example: joe.smith

Trace File Operations

The Trace File Operations sensor retrieves information about operations on files, for
example, RenamePath, CreateNewFile, Write, and DeletePath.

Parameters

This sensor uses the following settings.

Setting Description

Date range Date and time specified in the Console administrator's local time or UTC.

Treat input as regular
expression

Treat input strings as regular expressions.

By default, this option is cleared, and input is treated as a simple case-
insensitive substring match.

Table 6: Trace File Operations settings
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Setting Description

File operation The operation on the file.

Examples: CreateNewFile, Write, DeletePath, RenamePath

Process path The path of the process executing the operation.

Example: system32\cmd.exe

Domain The domain or system context for the user that executed the process
responsible for the file operation.

Example: CORP

User The username that executed the process responsible for the file operation.

Example: joe.smith

Trace Logon Events

The Trace Logon Events sensor retrieves historical data about logon events on managed
endpoints.

Parameters

This sensor uses the following settings.

Setting Description

Date range Date and time specified in the Console administrator's local time or UTC.

Treat input as regular
expression

Treat input strings as regular expressions.

By default, this option is cleared, and input is treated as a simple case-
insensitive substring match.

Domain The domain to be searched for the process.

Example: CORP

Username The Active Directory username associated with the user account.

Example: joe.smith

Source host The host name or IP address of one endpoint that is the target for sensor
execution.

Table 7: Trace Logon Events settings
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Setting Description

Logon process The file name of the executable that launched the logon process.

Example: process.exe

Logon type number A number indicating the logon type. This must be one of the following
options:

2: Interactive
3: Network
7: Unlock
10: Remote Interactive

Logon provider The process associated with the logon event.

Example: Advapi

Trace Network Connections

The Trace Network Connections sensor retrieves historical data about network connection
events on managed endpoints.

Parameters

This sensor uses the following settings.

Setting Description

Date range Date and time specified in the Console administrator's local time or UTC.

Treat input as
regular expression

Treat input strings as regular expressions.

By default, this option is cleared, and input is treated as a simple case-
insensitive substring match.

Include 127.0.0.1
traffic

Select to include network connections from the localhost. This option assumes
that the localhost is the device running Tanium Console.

By default, traffic from the localhost is included.

Source IP address If the sensor is targeted to a single host, the IPv4 address of the device.

Source port The port number from which the connection was made on the targeted host.

Table 8: Trace Network Connections settings
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Setting Description

Destination IP
address

The IPv4 address of the destination.

Destination port The number of the port to which the connection was made.

Process path Use this option to specify the process path of the process to be found.

Example: jane.smith\software.exe

Domain The domain or system context for the user that executed the process
responsible for the network activity.

Example: CORP

User The username that executed the process responsible for the network activity.

Example: jane.smith

Trace Registry Keys or Values

The Trace Registry Keys or Values sensor retrieves historical data about changes to
registry keys and values on managed endpoints.

Parameters

This sensor uses the following settings.

Setting Description

Date range Date and time specified in the Console administrator's local time or UTC.

Treat input as
regular expression

Treat input strings as regular expressions.

By default, this option is cleared, and input is treated as a simple case-
insensitive substring match.

Registry key path The registry key path to search the target computer group for.

Example: HKLM\Software\VendorName\

Registry value name The key value to search the target computer group for.

Example: "Setting name" in HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Vendor's
name\Application's name\Version\Setting name

Table 9: Trace Registry Keys or Values settings
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Setting Description

Operation The type of registry event.

Examples: SetValueKey, DeleteKey, DeleteValueKey

Process path The path of the process to be found.

Example: jane.smith\software.exe

Domain The domain or system context for the user that executed the process
responsible for the registry change.

Example: CORP

User The username that executed the process responsible for the registry change.

Example: jane.smith

Trace Loaded Drivers

The Trace Loaded Drivers sensor retrieves information about driver load events.

Parameters

The sensor uses the following settings.

Setting Description

Date range Date and time specified in the Console administrator's local time or UTC.

Treat input as regular
expression

Treat input strings as regular expressions.

By default, this option is cleared, and input is treated as a simple case-
insensitive substring match.

Driver path The Windows path and device driver filename.

Example: windows\system32\driver.sys

Driver hash The hash of the specified driver file.

Driver signed Select one of the following values to specify whether the device driver is
signed: Yes,No, or Either.

By default, this value is set to Yes.

Signing entity The name of the vendor that signed the file.

Example: VendorName

Table 10: Trace Loaded Drivers settings
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Trace Executed Process Trees

The Trace Executed Process Trees sensor retrieves the child or parent process of the
specified process.

Parameters

This sensor uses the following settings.

Setting Description

Process Name Specifies the process name.

Treat input as regular
expression

Treat input strings as regular expressions.

By default, this option is cleared, and input is treated as a simple case-
insensitive substring match.

Process Context Select one of the following values to specify where the process appears in
the tree: As Child or As Parent.

By default, this value is set to As Child.

Table 11: Trace Executed Process Trees settings

Trace Diagnostic Sensors

Trace uses additional sensors to capture diagnostic information about the status and
operations of the Trace service. Trace issues these sensors on a default schedule.

Sensor Description Parameter Results

Tanium
Trace Status

Use this sensor to obtain a status report on
Trace service components and their
version. This sensor also provides
information about the status of Windows
operating system components that are
used to collect information, including
Microsoft System Monitor.

N/A The results of the
Tanium Trace Status
sensor are displayed in
the Tanium Trace
Status tab on the Home
page.

Table 12: Trace Diagnostic Sensors settings
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Sensor Description Parameter Results

Trace
Database Size
More Than
Threshold

This Sensor determines whether the
specified endpoint database exceeds the
maximum size.

The
maximum
size of the
endpoint
database, in
bytes. For
example,
1000000000.

If the size of any
endpoint exceeds the
maximum value, this
sensor returns a value of
Yes. Otherwise, this
sensor returns a value of
No.

Trace
Database
Exceeded
Maximum

This Sensor determines whether the Trace
endpoint database has exceeded the
maximum configured size.

Double the
maximum
size of the
endpoint
database, in
bytes. For
example,
2000000000.

If the answer is Yes, a
saved action triggers a
package to disable Trace
service on the endpoint.

Trace
Endpoint
Certificate
Installed

This Sensor checks whether the Trace
Endpoint Certificate is installed.

N/A If Trace Endpoint Filter is
installed on a managed
endpoint, this sensor
returns a value of True.
Otherwise, this sensor
returns a value of False.

Tanium
Trace
Endpoint
Filters

This Sensor lists the endpoints that have
Tanium Trace filters installed.

N/A If Trace Endpoint Filter is
installed on a managed
endpoint, this sensor
returns a value of True.
Otherwise, this sensor
returns a value of False.

Trace Group
Configuration
Level

This Sensor determines whether the trace
database is configured.

N/A If the database is
configured on a
managed endpoint, this
sensor returns a value of
True. Otherwise, this
sensor returns a value of
False.
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Sensor Description Parameter Results

Windows
Audit Policy

This Sensor retrieves Windows operating
system audit data.

N/A Displays audit status by
alpha-ordered category,
subcategory, and activity
rating. Audit status is
indicated by one of the
following: Success or No
Auditing.
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